RONALD D. ECKER AND THE ECKER FAMILY LEGACY

Ronald D. Ecker, a 1956 graduate of Pitt Law, was a leader of Pittsburgh’s domestic relations bar. He was well known for his concern and care for his clients, taking their calls at home and keeping night-time office hours. In addition, Ronald Ecker carried on his family’s tradition of service through the law, which continues today. He was the son of attorney I. Elmer Ecker, the brother of criminal defense lawyer James M. Ecker, and the father of Philadelphia-area transactional attorney Michael D. Ecker. To honor Ronald Ecker’s memory and devotion to his clients, the family created the Ronald D. Ecker endowment focusing on client counseling.

Below are just a few of the Pitt Law students and alumni impacted by the Ronald D. Ecker Memorial Award.